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 .Throughout R, m will be a local Noetherian commutative ring of
prime characteristic p ) 0. We will also assume that R is Cohen]Macaulay
and has a canonical module, which in the case of an integral domain
means that there is a height one unmixed ideal which is a canonical
module.
The aim of this paper is to answer, in a special case, the following
w xquestion raised by M. Hochster H, Epilogue, Question 9 : If x g R is a
non-zero divisor and RrxR is weakly F-regular, is R weakly F-regular? In
other words, does the property of weak F-regularity deform? It has been
w xshown by Singh that in general, weak F-regularity does not deform Si2 .
w xIt is known that F-rationality deforms HH2, 4.2 and the proof is
straightforward. However, the same difficulties that arise when trying to
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prove that tight closure commutes with localization in general also arise
when trying to show that weak F-regularity deforms.
We shall show that weak F-regularity deforms when R is Q-Gorenstein,
i.e, the canonical module is a torsion element in the divisor class group.
See Theorem 4 below. Our proof will exploit the fact that in a sense the
canonical module of R is ``almost principal''; this idea has been applied
successfully in the past to characterize weak F-regularity in certain cases
 w x .see, for example, W, M, K .
We begin with several definitions. For any ideal I ; R let I w q x be the
 q < 4 eideal of R generated by i i g I where q s p denotes a power of the
ring characteristic. We say that x g I*, the tight closure of I, if there
exists c not in any minimal prime of R such that cx q g I w q x for p 4 0. A
ring R is called weakly F-regular if every ideal in R is tightly closed.
 .Under mild conditions e.g., R is the image of a Cohen]Macaulay ring
 .this implies that R is a normal Cohen]Macaulay ring. The ring R, m is
called F-rational if every ideal generated by a system of parameters is
tightly closed. K. E. Smith has shown that excellent local F-rational
w xsingularities are pseudorational Sm .
For a height one ideal I let I n. be the intersection of the height one
primary components of I n. In a normal ring this is the nth symbolic power
of I.
LEMMA 1. Suppose R and RrxR are Cohen]Macaulay normal domains.
 .  k ..a There is a canonical module v ; R so that x f D Ass Rrvk ) 0
 .s D Ass Rrv .
 .b If R is excellent and RrxR is weakly F-regular, then for any ideal
J ; R we ha¨e J* ; xR q J. In particular all ideals of R containing x are
tightly closed.
 .Proof. a Pick a canonical ideal, v, for R. If v ; xR pick a maximal
t ) 0 such that v ; x tR and write v s x tv9. Since v ( v9, we may replace
v with v9 so that v o xR. Now since xR is prime we have x f
 k ..  .jAss Rrv s D Ass Rrv .
 .  .b Let V I be the non-regular locus of R. Since the localization of
R at any height one prime is regular, I is not contained in xR and we may
w xpick a c g I not in xR such that R is regular. By HH2, Theorem 6.1 cc
has a power which is a completely stable test element for R. Replacing c
with this power, we will assume that c is a test element for R not in xR.
For any a g J* we have caq g J w q x for all large q. Working modulo xR
and using the fact that RrxR is weakly F-regular gives us a g J q xR.
LEMMA 2. Let R be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring which is Gorenstein at
all height one primes. Let v : R be a canonical module. Then there exist
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 .  . n n.b g v and y g R a parameter on Rrv such that v s b : y and y v :
 n.b . If x g R is a parameter such that S s RrxR is Gorenstein at all height
 .one primes then y may be further chosen so that vS s bS : yS .
Proof. Let P , . . . , P be the associated primes of v, and say R y1 t
.y1  .jP v is generated by b g v. There is a y g R y j P such thati i
yv : bR. Since y is not in any associated prime of v it is a parameter on
 .Rrv. Clearly v : b : y . To check the other direction we may localize at
 .  .an associated prime P of v and then b : y s b s v . To see thatP P P
n n.  n.  n.y v : b we localize at an associated prime P of b . The height of P
n n.  n.is one. If v : P then y f P and y v s b . Otherwise, v ­ P andP P
 n.  n.then y : b .P P
To see that the last sentence is true, we may make the same argument
 .starting with P , . . . , P being the associated primes of v q x , i.e.,1 t
y1 .R y j P R is Gorenstein so y g R y j P .i i
The next proposition shows that checking weak F-regularity actually
 .reduces to checking that only a very restricted set of Gorenstein ideals is
tightly closed.
 .PROPOSITION 3. Let R, m be F-rational, v : R a canonical ideal, and
 t t .y , . . . , y a system of parameters for Rrv. If the ideals v q y , . . . , y1 dy1 1 dy1
are tightly closed for all t, then R is weakly F-regular.
w xProof. By HH1, Proposition 8.8 we need to find a sequence of tightly
closed Gorenstein ideals which are cofinal with the powers of m. Let
z g v be such that y , . . . , y , z is a system of parameters and let1 dy1
 t t t .  4I s z v, y , . . . , y . The sequences I consists of Gorenstein idealst 1 dy1 t
 tcofinal with the powers of m this follows from the fact that Rrzv is a
w x. UGorenstein ring BH, Proposition 3.3.18 . If u g I then u gt
 t t t .  t t t .z , y , . . . , y * s z , y , . . . , y , since R is F-rational. Thus without1 dy1 1 dy1
t  t .q  t t t .w q xloss of generality u s z ¨ . Then c z ¨ g z v, y , . . . , y for all q1 dy1
q w q x  t t .w q x t q. w q x  t t .w q xand hence c¨ g v q y , . . . , y : z s v q y , . . . , y .1 dy1 1 dy1
 t t .Hence ¨ g v, y , . . . , y *, which is tightly closed by hypothesis. This1 dy1
shows that u is in I .t
 .THEOREM 4. Let R, m be a local excellent Q-Gorenstein ring, and let
x g R be a non-zero di¨ isor such that S s RrxR is weakly F-regular. Then R
is weakly F-regular.
Proof. Suppose that J k . s aR. By Proposition 3, it suffices to show
 n .that the ideals v q x , y , . . . , y are tightly closed for all n where v2 dy1
 .is such that x f D Ass Rrv and also a, x, y , . . . , y is any system of2 dy1
parameters for R.
We proceed by induction on n. When n s 1 the result follows from
 .   nLemma 1 b . Assume now that n ) 1 and let u g v q x , y ,2
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. .. . . , y R *. By the induction hypothesis we have u g v qdy1
 ny1 . ny1 ny1x , y , . . . , y R and we may assume that u g x R, say, u s ¨x .2 dy1
Let c f xR be a test element for R whose existence was shown in the
.proof of Lemma 1. Then
x ny1.q c¨ q y rx q g v w q x q y q , . . . , y q R : a A , y q , . . . , y q R , .  .  .2 dy1 2 dy1
q  A q q q.where q s Ak q B and 0 F B - k. But then c¨ g a , y , . . . , y , x R.2 dy1
q A q  A k .  qyB.Choose y and b as in Lemma 2. Then since y a g y v : b , we
have
cbk y q¨ q g bq , y q y q , . . . , y q y q , x q .  .2 dy1
 .  .and, therefore, y¨ g b, yy , . . . , yy , x * s b, yy , . . . , yy , x . Thus2 dy1 2 dy1
 .  .  .¨ g bS : yS q y , . . . , y S, and since bS : yS s vS we have ¨ gS 2 dy1 S
 . ny1v q y , . . . , y S. Lifting back to R and recalling that u s ¨x we2 dy1
n .obtain u g v q x , y , . . . , y R.2 dy1
 .COROLLARY 5. Let R, m be a local Cohen]Macaulay normal Q-
Gorenstein domain. If x , . . . , x is a regular sequence of R such that1 n
 .Rr x , . . . , x is weakly F-regular then R is weakly F-regular.1 n
Proof. It suffices to notice that if R is Q-Gorenstein and RrxR is a
normal domain then RrxR is Q-Gorenstein. Let v ; R be a canonical
 .module of R with the property that x f D Ass Rrv . Set S s RrxR.
 .Then a canonical ideal for S is vS. Let k denote Hom y, S . Notice that
k .  .k .  k .kkv S s aS is a rank one reflexive module so that vS ( v S
injects into it. Checking at the associated primes of vS this is an isomor-
k . k . k .phism, i.e., vS ( v S ( v S .P P P
In the case when R is F-finite, we get the statement that if R is
Q-Gorenstein and RrxR weakly F-regular, then R is strongly F-regular.
w xThis removes the S condition necessary in Si .3
We note that if R is essentially of finite type over a field of characteris-
tic zero and Q-Gorenstein then weakly F-regular type deforms. This is
because F-regular and Q-Gorenstein is equivalent to log-terminal singular-
 . ities a result of N. Hara and these deform which follows from work of
.Kollar .
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